
 -- Purchase Order -- Received On:

To: Nagaeya-Tofuten　　          Closed On: Tuesday (Wedensday, in case Tuesday is a holiday）

PHONE/FAX: 076-454-7372     E-MAIL: info@nagaeya-tofu.com

Unit Price Quantity

1. Jogayama - plump cotton tofu ¥300

2. Bessoyama - smooth silk tofu ¥300

3. Mohei - fried cotton tofu ¥400

4. Korokoro Age

　　-small cubic version of Mohei, 4 pieces in a bag ¥400

5. Otsuta - fried silk tofu ¥400

6. Awayuki Tofu - draw tofu - small 300 grams ¥300

7. Awayuki Tofu - draw tofu - large 500 grams ¥500

8. Asa-no-Tsuyu - soy milk - 200 ml ¥250

9. Asa-no-Tsuyu - soy milk - 500 ml ¥500

9. Misozuke Zanmai - small cut tofu preserved in miso ¥600

10. Fukura Suzume - charcoal baked tofu ¥400

     * limited time-offer in Winter, November thru March

11. Hijiki-no-Oboro-Tofu-Ae - Shira-ae ¥350

12. Okara - tofu refuse - 300 grams ¥100

13. Natural Salt - small 100 grams ¥550

14. Natural Bittern - small 100 ml ¥400

　　 Natural Bittern - small 500 ml ¥1,000

* All prices include consumption tax

* Preferred date for delivery and time:
 - will be followed as much as possible, but in case some item(s) is(are) not available, will be informed.

** In case the delivery place is more than one, please write them in available spaces

Place to Deliver 〒      (postal code)

Address: Ａ　ｓｅｔ　\5,000　（　　　　　　）

Name: Ｂ　ｓｅｔ　\7,000　（　　　　　　）

Phone/Fax number: Please check you prefer :

E-mail address: □ March Course （months: 3-6-9-12)

□ April Course （months: 4-7-10-1）

Ｒｅｑｕｅｓｔｅｒ 〒      (postal code) □ May Course （month: 5-8-11-2）

Address:           * "Every-month" or "Every-other-month" course

Name:  is available as well

Phone/Fax number:

E-mail address: Ａ　ｓｅｔ　\5,000　（　　　　　　）

Ｂ　ｓｅｔ　\7,000　（　　　　　　）

      * Set prices include package and transportation costs.

* Attention on Ordering The collet cost for \330 is needed addtionally.
　- An order can be entered via phone, fax, e-mail, or at the shop
  - Order may be entered one week prior to the delivery date preferred.
  - As the shop is closed on Tuesday, the shipment will not be done on the day. In case Tuesday is a holiday, Wedenesday will be replaced.
 - As for the set order A or B, a cost for collect \330 will be needed..
  - As for the order other than the set menu, costs will be added to the goods on the package and transportation.
  - Transportation will be made by the Cool Home Delivery System of Kuroneko Yamato Transportation Company.
  - Delivery date is the next day of shipment for regular areas, but for the following areas, the delivery date will be two days after the shipment;
     Hokkaido, Okinawa, isolated islands, and Kyushu except Fukuoka prefecture
  - As for the delivery time, unless a request is made, the time follows the Yamato's regular service. 
    In case you have a preference time, please write the time together with the preference date in the above request.
    For the Fukuoka prefecture only, the order for the delivery time in the morning is not be accepted according to the Yamato's convenience...

* Payment
    Collect base - the costs will be informed to you prior to the shipment and paid to the YAMATO transportation driver.

Four Seasons' Home Delivery Service

Trial Set

Goods



      * Set prices include package and transportation costs.


